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AN OSCILLATiON THEOREM FOR A NEUTRAL DIFFERENCE

EQUATION WITH POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE COEFFICIENTS

WAN-TONG LI* AND SUI SUN CHENG

Abstract. An oscillation criterion is derived which supplements the oscillation theorems dervied
in [l].

In [1), comparison and oscillation theorems are derived for a class of neutral type
difference equations with positive and negative coefficients

~(Xn - TnXn一{ ) + PnXn-r - qnXn-u = 0, n = 0, 1, 2, ... , (1)

where~is a positive integer, T and er are positive integers such that T > er, {rn}霑=O is a
real sequence, and {Pn}窋~o as well as {Qn}篙 are nonnegative sequences.
In this note, we will assume in addition, and also throughtout the sequel, that {rn}

and {Pn - Qn一r+u} are eventually nonnegative and the latter sequence has a positive
subsequence, and derive another oscillation theorem which supplements those in (1 J. For
the sake of brevity, preparatory definitions and material in [1] will not be repeated here.
Lemma 1 in [1] will be assumed: In addition to the assumptions on (1), assume further
that

n一 1

庄十 芷 qi~1
i=n一T-f-a

(2)

holds for-all large n, then for any eventually positive solution {xn} of (1), the sequence
{Zn} defined by

n-1

Zn= Xn 一T甚n-€ 一 辶 勗 -<r, n > 0
i=n一r+<r

(3)

will satisfy Zn > 0 and L\zn~0 for large n. Here and in the sequel, we adopt the
convention that empty sums are equal to zero. We wiil also make use of the following [1,
Corollary l] in the later two corollaries: in addition to the assumptions imposed on (1),
assume further that rn > 0 for all large n. Then every solution of (1) oscillates if, and
only if, every solution of the following functional inequality

~(;rn — TnXn一d + Pn'.En一r - QnXn一·a :s; 0, n = 0, 1, 2, ...
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oscillates.

Lemma 1. Suppose
n-1

T三 芷 Qi~1
t=n一T十6

(4)

for all large n. Suppose further that

立n - Qn一T+u] exp { _!_立 (Pi -
n=O

µ q)一T+卟=oo,
j=O

(5)

whereµ= max{~,T} > 0. Then for any eventually positive solution {xn} of (1), the
sequence {zn} defined by (3) satisfies Zn < 0 and~Zn~0 for all large n.

Proof. Suppose {xn} is an eventually positive solution of (1). In view of (1),

~Zn= - 如-·qn一r+u)Xn一T

for all large n. Since {Pn 一 qn一r+u} is eventually nonnegative and has a positive subse
quence, we see further that {zn} is either eventually nonpositive or eventually negative.
Suppose to the contrary that {zn} is eventually positive, then t~ere is some integer T
such that Xn >,Zn> 0 and~Zn~0 for n~T- max{~,T,u}. Letµ= max{臣} and
/<i, = min{~,u}. Then in view of (3), for T~n~T +µ,

Xn 2: M {rn 十 刃 Qi} 2: M,
i=n一 r+u

where

M = min{x1五 ，XT-µ+I, ... ,X月>0,

and by induction,
Xn 2: M, T + (k - 1)µ::; n ::; T + kµ,

for each k = 1, 2, .... In other words, Xn 2: M for n 2: T -µ.
Next, in view of (3), for n 2: t +µ,

n-l

Xn =Zn+ r芯n-(+ I: 缸i-(T
i=n一r+(T

2: Zn+ (斥十 団 Qi min Xt
i=n-r+(T)玉 严

2: Zn+ min Xt 2: Zn+ min Xt·
n一µ'.5'.t令-K n-µ5t5n
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Let (x] be the greatest integral part of the number x and let N n =（） ［可凡 Then by
applying the same arguments, we see further that

Xn 2: Zn+ mm Xt
n一µ'.5t'.5n

2: Zn二零 :Sn { Zt +尸::idPi』
2: Zn + min Zt1 + min { min Zt2} +· · ·n一µ'.5t1'.5n n一µ$ti:Sn ti-尹逕

+n農臣n { {严 -T) 一 2-µ:5t罡~T) 一 1 :5严 -T) 一2z严 -T)-1}}

十正 :?d詛n { {严 -T)一 ,1 :st~茫i~T):5严 -T)一 1 X严 -7')}}
Hence when tN(n-T)~T, from the monotonicity of the sequence {zn}, we see that

Xn~N(n - T)zn + M, n~T +µ.

But then

0 =~Zn + (Pn - Qn一r+a)Xn一T
~ ~Zn + (Pn - Qn一r+a)(N(n - r - T)zn一T +M)
~~Zn+ (1 一 exp(-(Pn - Qn一 r+u)N(n - r -T)))zn一r + (Pn - Qn一 r+a)M

for n, say, greater than or equal to T +µ, where we have used the fact that ex~l + x
in deriving the last inequality. If we multiply the above inequality by the "integrating
factor" (cf. (5, Theorem 1))

exp ( 立 如-qi一T+<T)N(i 一 T -T)),
i=T+T

we obtain
n-1

斗nexp ( 芝 (Pi - Qi一 ,+er)N(i - T - t)
i=T+,

）｝
n

+M(pn - Qn一 ,-er) exp ( 芝 (Pi - Qi一 ,+cr)N(i - T - T)) ::; ()
i=1'+,

for n~T + T. Summing the above functional inequality from T + T ton, we obtain
n

ZT+r 2: Zn+l exp ( 芷 (Pi - qi一r+u)N(i 一 T-T)
i=T+r

）
n j

+M 芝 (pj - qj一r+u) exp ( 芷 (Pi - qi一r+u)N(i 一 T - T)) 2: 0
j=T+r i=T+r
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Ily letting n tend to infinity, we see that
00

芷 (Pi - qi一T+a) exp ( 立 (Pi - Qi一T+<r)N(i - T -T)) < (X)

j=T+T i=T--巨

we sec finally that

f [pj 一 Qj一r+u] exp { ! 主 i(Pi - Qi三}< 00
j='l'+r µ i=T+r

This is contrary to (5). The proof is complete.

Theorem 1. Suppose
n-1

Tn + I: Qi= 1
i=n一r+u

for all large n. Suppose further that (5) holds. Then every solution of (1) oscillates.

Indeed, recall that under the condition that (2) holds for all large n, for every eventu
ally positive solution {xn} of (1)) the sequence {zn} defined by (3) is eventually positive.
But this is contrary to the conclusion of Lemma·1 here. Thus (1) cannot have any
eventually positive, nor any eventually negative, solutions.

As an example, consider the equation

~(xn - (1 - a)x正 1) + (a +~)Xn-2 - ax正 1 = 0,

where 11 = max{t, T} = 2, 0 < a < 1, and 3/2 < fJ < 2. Take rn = l - a, Pn =a+ l/n (3
and qn = a, then (6) is satisfied for all large n. Furthermore, since

；户2『~='" 0丶, ; 凸"- " ~ '" ! 、""- " 'j=l

and

exp (立户 ）2: exp C2 -~』2~-2) exp C2 - B)(~+ l)P-2)'
j=l

as well as 『~exp ((2 -l)xf3一2)dx = oo,
by means of the integral test, we see that

00 k

E[p• - qk-T+u] exp且；厐 -q,三 ｝

＝幻 1 exp (1立士 =00
k=l j=l

J)

(6)
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This shows that condition (5) is satisfied. All the assumptions in Theorem 1 are satisfied
and hence all solutions oscillate. But he results in [1,4] are not applicable when 3/2 <
/3 < 2. This is because·for such a /3,

00 00

芷 n(pn玉 -T十a) I:(pk - qk一 T十，）=f~已
n=2 k=n n=2 k=n

::; f~「芸 = f ,~ . 、, , 1 . 丶丶n • < CX)
n-1n=2 n=2

In case (4) is not satisfied for all large n, we may try to apply the following two
results.

Corollary 1. Suppose (2) holds for all large n. Suppose further that (5) holds and
that

庄 一r(Pn 一 Qn一r+cr)~(Pn-~- qn-~-r+cr)

for all large n. Then equation (1) is oscillatory.

(7)

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that {xn} is an eventually positive solution of (1).
Then by means of Lemma 1 in [1], the sequence {zn} defined by (3) will satisfy Zn > O
for all large n. In view of (1), we have

.6.zn = -(Pn - q正 r+u)xn一T
n-1

= -(Pn - Qn一r+u){ 石 一T 十 rn-尹n-{-T + 芷 Qi戶 -T一，
i=n一r+u

｝

so that
Llzn + (Pn - Qn一T+<r)zn一T 十 Tn一T伍 -qn一T十o-)xn-€一T~0.

In view of (1) again, we also have

Llz户 €+ (pn-€ - Qn-€-T+<r)xn一T-€ = o.

Subtracting the latter equation from the former, we obtain

Ll(zn - z~) + (Pn - q户 T+(T)z九一 T

~{(Pn-€ - Qn-€-T+o-) - Tn一T(Pn - Qn一T+o-) }xn-T-€ ~0,

which implies that {司 is an eventually positive solution of the recurrence relation

Ll(zn - Zn-~)+ (Pn - Qn一T+o-)zn一T~0.

By Corollary 1 in [1] mentioned above, we see that the equation

Ll(zn - Zn-~)+ (Pn - Qn一T+<J")zn一T=O
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區 an evntually positive solution. This is contrary to Theorem 3.

Corollary 2. Suppose that the conditons (4) and (5) in Lemma 1 hold, that {qnf (p仁
Qn一T十u)} is eventually nondecreasing, that

柘 (Pn-(- Qn一T-(+<T) 乏 Tn一T(Pn - Qn一TH), 加 > 0,

and that
Qn一T(Pn - Qn一T+u) :S 佖 (Pn-a - Qn一T)

for all large n, where h1 + h2(T - a) = 1. Then every solution of (1) oscillates.

(8)

(9)

Indeed, suppose to the contrary that {Xn} is an eventually positive solution of (1),
then by Lemma 1, we sec that the sequence {zn} defined by (3) will satisfy Zn < 0 for
all large n. Furthermore, in view of (8) and (9), we get

~Zn= -(Pn - Qn一r+(T)xn一T
n-1

= -(Pn - q正 r+CT) [zn一T十戸 严 -T + 芷 qi江 -CT一T
i=n一T+CT. ]

~-(Pn - qn一r+(j)zn-r - 柘(Pn-{ 一 qn-T十u-dXn-€-r
n-1

－如 - Qn-r+』2 qi一 T
(-~Zi-0')

i=n一 r+O' Pi一，- qi-T
n-1

~(Pn - qn一r+(j)zn一T + h1~Zn-€ + h2 瓦 ~Zi一 (j
i=n-T+O'

= -(pn - qn一 T十(T + 佖）Zn一r+h江n一u + h1~Zn一和

so that
~(Zn - h乜n-{) + (Pn 一 q正 T十 (j + 佖）Zn一T-h江n-0' 乏 O

for all large n. This shows that { -zn} is an eventually positive solution of the inequality

~(Zn - h乜n-€) + (Pn 一 qn一T十(j + 佖）Zn-r - 加Zn-u :'.S 0.

By Corollary 1 in [1 J mentioned above, we see that the equation

~(Zn - 犀n-{) + (Pn - qn一 T十(j + 加）Zn一T-犀n一 (j = 0

has an eventually positive solution. This is contrary to the conclusion of Lemma 1.
As our final example, consider the equation

~(xn 一 2~:21) Xn-1) + (~ 十訌 ）Xn-2 -~互-1 = 0
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Since rn = (n + 2)/(2n + 2), Pn = 1/2 + l/nf3, qn = 1/2, ~= u = 1, T·= 2, we see that

n-1

庄 十 I: qi=
n+2 1+ > 1.2(n + 1) 2 -i=n一r+u

If we take 柘 = 1/2 and 加 = 1/2, then

柘 十加 (T - a) = 1,
1

柘 (Pn-{ - qn子 -{-u) = 2(n - 1)/3'
1

庄 一r(Pn - qn一T一，）＝ 2(「 才丶－户 ，

）
1

飼 r(Pn - qn一r+u =—2n/3'

and 1
加 (Pn一u - qn一r) = 2(n - 1)/3·

Thus the assumptions (4), (8) and (9) in Corollary 2 are satisfied for all large n when
1 < /3 < 2. Furthermore, as already seen in the previous example, condition (5) is
satisfied. Hence all its solutions oscillate. The same conclusion cannot be drawn form
those in [1,4] when 3/2 < /3 < 2.
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